["Double barrel" free fibula flap and vascular risk. A national investigation in France].
The free fibula flap is the most commonly used flap for mandibular reconstruction thanks to its multiple advantages. Its main drawback is the thin width of the bone section. The "double barrel" fibula flap is a solution to this problem allowing reconstruction of both basilar and alveolar ridges for a stable prosthetic dental rehabilitation. The authors wanted to assess its use, in France, to evaluate its reliability, and to determine its indications. The authors sent a questionnaire to the 25 French Maxillo-Facial University Hospital Departments. Questions concerned the surgical technique, its indications, and the operative results, between January 2002 and December 2007. Out of the 18 teams who answered, 16 used a free fibula flap for mandibular reconstruction but only seven used the double barrel technique, for a total of 24 double barrel reconstructions. Only one total necrosis was reported. The indications for double barrel fibula flap were nearly all for corpus reconstruction and the operating overtime was less than one hour. The international literature review analysis gives results which compare to French ones, with a weak rate of necrosis despite the intermediate rectangular ostectomy. This technique may be recommended especially since it does not increase the operative time much and it improves dental restoration.